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Abstract
A new approach to handle unknown words in machine translation is presented. The basic idea is to find definitions for the unknown
words on the source language side and translate those definitions instead. Only monolingual resources are required, which generally
offer a broader coverage than bilingual resources and are available for a large number of languages.
In order to use this in a machine translation system definitions are extracted automatically from online dictionaries and encyclopedias.
The translated definition is then inserted and clearly marked in the original hypothesis. This is shown to lead to significant
improvements in (subjective) translation quality.
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Introduction

Every automatic machine translation system faces the
problem of unknown words. Currently available corpora,
especially for lower resource languages do not cover all
possible words in a given language and new words are
frequently added. It is for example estimated that the
English language has a vocabulary of about 500,000 to
600,000 words with about 25,000 new words introduced
each year (Kister, 1992).
The unknown word problem is especially severe for small
portable translation systems, as here the vocabulary has to
be limited to be able to put the translation system on the
portable device.
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Motivation

At first an apparently small domain like tourism seems to
be covered reasonably well by available corpora, e.g. the
BTEC corpus (Takezawa et al., 2002) as evaluations do
show (e.g. Fordyce, 2007), but this is not a real situation.
Every potential user of such a translation system in the
tourism domain will have a variety of interests, hobbies,
and needs with potentially thousands of technical terms,
that are not covered. Even worse is the situation in other
domains like the medical domain, as here specialized
technical terms are very common.
The following are two example translations from a
medical baseline system translating Spanish → English,
where one word each is unknown.
Baseline:
Reference:
Baseline:

revelan you have diabetes.
they reveal that you have diabetes.
i am sure you will be getting a great mejoría in 4
or 5 weeks
Reference: i am sure you will feel a great improvement in 4
to 5 weeks
Table 1: Example translations with references
In both cases the rest of the sentence is translated very
well, but especially in the second sentence the unknown
word contains a lot of information as the patient will not
know what he has to expect in 4 or 5 weeks. It is not even
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clear if it will be a positive or a negative event. The first
sentence is relatively understandable, but there is the
possibility that the unknown word might negate the actual
sentence. A background lexicon can ameliorate this
situation, but it will not be possible to have a lexicon
covering all words.
Our approach is based on how a non-native speaker would
handle the situation if he does not know the translation of
a certain word he intends to communicate. The natural
reaction will be to use a known synonym or generally
describe the unknown word in other words. For example
the translation of the word “biweekly” might not be
known, but the explanations “twice a week” or “two times
a week” contain more common words and should be
easier to translate for a non-native speaker.
In order to do this in a machine translation system the first
goal is to automatically produce these explanations.
Monolingual resources like dictionaries and encyclopedias contain this information and online versions are
available. Wikipedia (www.wikipedia.org) specifically is
an online encyclopedia in a variety of languages but other
websites offer similar information and online dictionaries
exist for a number of languages.
The advantages of the monolingual sources are mainly an
improved coverage. Monolingual resources contain far
more vocabulary than any bilingual resource and their
actual intention is to cover every word in a language. The
most recent Oxford English Dictionary for example
contains 616,500 word forms (Simpson and Weiner,
1989). Broad monolingual resources are also available in
languages where parallel bilingual data might be very
scarce.
For all translation experiments a standard statistical
machine translation system was used but this does not
limit the applicability of the proposed approach. Any
machine translation system is theoretically able to benefit
from the approach.
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Related Work

Various other approaches to translate or deal with
unknown words have been introduced before.
One idea relies on morphological similarities to map the
unknown words to actually known words as for example
used in Mermer et al. (2007). This can give very good
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Figure 1: Process Overrview

4.1

Ex
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known Word
d
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Regular content
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translated and inserted definitions. Both sentences are
clearly improved and are can be easily understood.
Improved
hypothesis:
Spanish
definition:
Baseline:
Reference:
Improved:

Named entities are a special case as regular dictionaries
do not contain many actual named entities or specific
brand names. An encyclopedia offers a better coverage
here. For our experiments we used automatic extraction
from Wikipedia articles. A problem is that Wikipedia
articles can be extremely long and it is not useful to
translate a long article just to communicate a single
unknown word. However we found empirically that the
first sentence of the Wikipedia article usually gives a good
definition of the term if the term can be clearly defined.

Translation

The next step is the actual translation of the extracted
definition. Major issues here are potentially unknown
words occurring in the definition. Especially named entity
explanations tend to use further named entities that might
also not be known to the translation system.
For other content words the general impression is that the
explanations tries to use more common words, which
generally helps the translation system. Some dictionaries
are specifically designed with this goal in mind, e.g. the
Oxford 3000 is a list of 3000 common words that are used
in the definitions in the Oxford Advanced Learners
Dictionary (with few exceptions) (Wehmeier, 2007).
On rare occasions a word is explained by using it again in
a sentence.
Another problem is that the style of the definitions can be
very different from the domain of the actual translation
system. In our example the translation system was trained
on dialogs, a completely different style than the short and
concise definitions. It could be valuable to further
optimize or specifically design a translation system
dedicated to translating this type of data.

4.3

revelan you have diabetes.
they reveal that you have diabetes.
i am sure you will be getting a great (UNK:
mejoría # getting better) in 4 or 5 weeks
mejoria: mejora

Spanish
definition:
Baseline:

Figure 2: Dictionary.com results for the
search term "biweekly"

4.2

(UNK: revelan # undiscovered it secret) you
have diabetes
revelan: descrubrir lo secreto

Insert translated definition

To finally produce the improved translation we have to
introduce the translated definition into the baseline
translation. Just replacing the unknown word with the
definition is questionable as this might make the sentence
unclear and confusing in the target language.
For that reason we propose to clearly mark the definition
as such and leave the decision if that definition clearly
defines a word or a short phrase to the speaker of the
target language. This way we avoid affecting the
coherence of the rest of the sentence.
Table 2 shows the two previous example sentences with
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i am sure you will be getting a great mejoría in 4
or 5 weeks
Reference: i am sure you will feel a great improvement in 4
to 5 weeks
Table 2: Sentences with inserted and translated definitions
compared to baseline and reference

5
5.1

Experimental Results

Monolingual Experiments

In our first experiment we wanted to see for how many
monolingual English words we could extract a
meaningful definition that would nicely explain the
unknown word.
For this experiment we chose the 16 reference translations
of the IWSLT 2004 test set (Akiba et al., 2004) and
determined all unknown words in those references
compared to the English Full BTEC corpus (Takezawa et
al., 2002).
Overall 236 words out of the references are unseen and
definitions for those were extracted automatically from
dictionary.com. For this experiment the first definition
was always chosen.
One human subject (native English speaker) judged the
adequacy of the extracted definitions on a scale of 1(worst)
to 5(best) (compare Fordyce, 2007). The subject was
asked to judge the adequacy as if the definitions were
translations. The subject was also asked to assume the
most common meaning for each word.
Figure 3 shows the distribution of the different adequacy
scores.
For 46 words no definition could be extracted and the
lowest score of 1 was assigned. These words include
typographical errors, exclamations (“Yum”) and certain
slang terms. 9 other words also received the lowest score,
mainly due to definitions for unusual word meanings.
88 words overall received a score of 2 or 3. This was
mainly due to incorrect conjugations or referring to an
incorrect part of speech e.g.:
•
•

summoning:
locations:

To call together; to convene
The act or process of locating

Most online dictionaries automatically project inflected
word forms to the base form, which leads to these issues,
but we expect these problems to be less severe than a
score of 2 or 3 might suggest. 8 definitions received an

number of words

adequacy score of 4, and 85 times the best score of 5 was
assigned.
100
80
60
40
20
0

unknown words if the definition with the lowest number
of unknown words was chosen. Table 3 compares how
often definitions with 0 to 2 unknown words could be
extracted in both approaches.
# Unknown words

1

2

3

4

Lowest number of
unknown words
0
33x
57x
1
46x
61x
2
49x
46x
>2
75x
39x
Average/definition
2.50
1.71
Table 3: Unknown words in extracted definitions

5

Adequacy score

First definition

Figure 3: Monolingual adequacy score overview

5.2

Bilingual Experiments

The actual question is however if it is possible to extract
these definitions in a source language and translate the
definitions to a target language while conserving the
complete meaning of the extracted definition. This was
investigated in this bilingual experiment.
Experimental Setup
For training data we used the English-Spanish BTEC
corpus. As mentioned the BTEC corpus contains dialog
style tourism phrases.
Overall 123,416 lines of bilingual data were available. A
500 line test set consisting of medical dialogs was used to
test the approach translating from Spanish to English.
The translation system used for the baseline translations
and also the translation of the extracted definitions is a
standard statistical machine translation system using an
online phrase extraction method and a 6-gram language
model trained on the English part of the bilingual training
corpus (Vogel, 2003; Vogel, 2005; Eck et al., 2006).
Extracting definitions
This test sets contains 289 unknown words in Spanish for
which we tried to extract Spanish definitions from
wordreference.com.
For the first experiment the first definition was chosen as
it is most likely the most common meaning. In a second
experiment the definition with the lowest number of
unknown words was chosen. The argument for this is
simply as pointed out in section 4.2 that the definition has
to be translated.
For 86 words no definition could be extracted. As in the
previous experiment these words are mainly typos, named
entities and brand names that are not available in
wordreference.com.
For the remaining 203 words definitions were extracted.
Those definitions contained on average 2.50 unknown
words if the first definition was extracted and 1.71
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The definitions were again subjectively judged for
adequacy according to the scale in Table 4. Here the
translations were inserted in the respective hypothesis
sentences as described in section 4.3.
1
2
3
4
5

Worse than unknown word, misleading
No change compared to unknown word
Clear improvement
Good translation
Perfect translation
Table 4: Adequacy judgments for
bilingual experiments

A score of 1 was assigned if the translation became
actually misleading and was clearly worse than the
unknown word. This means the sentence had to make
reasonable sense, but was also misleading. A score of 2
was assigned if the inserted definition did not give any
benefit over the unknown word. This also means that the
baseline score with all unknown words would be a score
of 2. Scores 3 to 5 were assigned for improvements over
the unknown word. Figure 4 illustrates the adequacy
results.

First definition
number of words

These results also indicate that the potentially different
meanings are not a very significant problem as only 9
times a definition was judged incorrect because of an
unusual meaning.
The overall average score was 3.12.

Fewest unknown words

100
50
0
1

2

3

4

5

Adequacy score
Figure 4: Bilingual Adequacy score overview
Generally if more than 2 unknown words are in the
definition the translations were useless and received a
score of 2, which leaves 128 first definitions and 164
definitions with the fewest number of unknown words.
The average adequacy score for those definitions is 2.55
for the first definitions and 2.51 for the definitions with
the fewest number of unknown words, which is only

slightly lower than the score for the first definition but it
produced definitions for more words. A score of 1 was
only assigned two times and three times respectively
while a score of 5 (perfect translation) was never assigned.
If only the definitions with 0 unknown words are
considered the averages are 2.96 for the first definition
(33 instances) and 2.67 (57 instances) for the definition
with the fewest unknown words.

This clearly illustrates the correlation between the number
of unknown words and the quality of the translation. The
last example shows one of the instances where the
translated definition was judged worse than the unknown
word. “radiante” is translated correctly but in this context
describing “radiating pain” the incorrect and misleading
meaning was chosen.

5.4
5.3

Translation Examples

Table 5 shows some examples for translated definitions
with 0 unknown words in the first definition (so it was
also the definition with the fewest unknown words). Most
examples show clear improvements.
Spanish word:
innecesario
Translated definition:
is not it necessary
Reference:
unnecessary
Spanish word:
repetitivos
Translated definition:
to repeat
Reference:
repeat
Spanish word:
acidos
Translated definition:
you have taste sour
Reference:
acidic
Spanish word:
energías
Translated definition:
power be able
Reference:
energy
Spanish word:
intranquilas
Translated definition:
eager nervous
Reference:
stressful
Table 5: Example translations with 0 unknown
words in the definitions

Extracting definitions from Wikipedia

To extract definitions for named entities we used
Wikipedia in preliminary experiments. Bilingual
experiments were not done yet.
However it is reasonable to assume that similar results as
before can be achieved if concise definitions for the
unknown words are available. This is also the main issue
in Wikipedia as articles tend to be very long and not
concise at all. As mentioned before we found empirically
that the first sentence of an article tends to give a good
definition if a concise definition is possible.
Table 7 shows some examples. It is clear that the dialog
partner has to have additional world knowledge to
understand what is being defined to get to the actual term.
However there could also be situations where the more
general term e.g. “city” or “city in Egypt” for “Cairo”
could be better than not having any translations.
The last example shows an instance where the definition
is not unambiguous (Bolivia is not the only landlocked
country in South America).
Unknown word
Cairo
Kilimanjaro

Table 6 compares the translations of the first definition
with the translations of the definition with the fewest
unknown words.
Spanish word:
First definition:
Fewest unknown:
Reference:
Spanish word:
First definition:

brota
quite UNK the floor the UNK
get out to the surface disease
outbreak (disease)
dolían
quite UNK pain in a part of the
body
Fewest unknown:
causing consumers' pain
Reference:
sore
Spanish word:
asquerosa
First definition:
4x UNK
Fewest unknown:
disgusting to have UNK
Reference:
disgusting
Spanish word:
radiante
First definition:
UNK bright
Fewest unknown:
very happy, or satisfied for
something
Reference:
radiating (pain)
Table 6: Comparison - Translations of the first definition
and the definition with the fewest unknown words
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First Wikipedia sentence
is the capital city of Egypt.
is an inactive stratovolcano in
north-eastern Tanzania.
Tempura
is a classic Japanese dish of
deep
fried
lightly-battered
vegetables or seafood.
Nile
is a major north-flowing river in
Africa, generally regarded as the
longest river in the world.
Bolivia
is a landlocked country in South
America.
Table 7: Example definitions extracted from Wikipedia

6

Conclusions & Future Work

The experiments show that the proposed approach can
give considerable improvements in communicating
unknown words. The main limiting issues are remaining
unknown words in the extracted definitions and the
projection of inflected words to a base form, which can
lead to differences concerning the part of speech.
It could be shown that selecting a the definition with the
lowest number of unknown words can improve this
situation while the translation quality still improves.
It might be valuable as noted before to develop
specialized translation systems to translate the definitions
as the domain mismatch in the experiments clearly
influenced the translations. Further experiments with
definitions for named entities extracted from Wikipedia
articles will be necessary. It might also be valuable to

investigate summarization approaches to improve the
extraction of concise and unambiguous definitions from
the long articles.
The question how this can be included in a complete
speech to speech translation system remains as well. It
will most likely be necessary to type the unknown word in
as it cannot be assumed that it is part of the speech
recognition vocabulary. At that point the user could also
be asked to select the most fitting definition from a
number of presented options.
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